Dear Ones,
This e-mail message includes several points of clarification for everyone.
Please read it carefully.

1. COLLABORATIONS As we have told you, we are placing a great deal of emphasis this
quarter on collaborative productions: creative projects in large part replace seminars, faculty roles are reconceived as sponsors/facilitators to those projects, and peer-evaluations of your work will take on much greater significance.  (Patrick will shortly be sending out guidelines for peer-evaluations so that your are aware of the expectation.  You may wish to discuss the guidelines in your production group and with mutual consent add to them.)  At the end of the quarter, your
production group faculty sponsor and your production group peers will send evaluations to your fall quarter faculty, who will incorporate those evaluations into your fall quarter evaluation.

2. FACULTY: We have divided the production groups in such a way that many of you will be working with faculty who are new to you (see lists below). But, in some cases, your production-group faculty sponsor/facilitator is the same person as your fall quarter seminar faculty. However, since the nature of the expertise each of the three of us brings to these efforts is quite different, you will be working, one way or another, with all three of us. Do not despair! 

3. EVALUATIONS: Regardless of who is your winter-quarter faculty sponsor/facilitator, your final two-quarter evaluation in March will be written by the same person who wrote your fall quarter evaluation.  Therefore, your fifth-week conferences with faculty of this quarter will be with your FALL quarter faculty.  The input that the March evaluation-writer will incorporate into that final evaluation will include the following: 
a.	the fall-quarter evaluation(obviously),
b.	the first two weeks of the winter-quarter (in which the fall-quarter seminars were continued), 
c.	your collaborative performance of the tenth week of winter quarter, 
d.	peer-evaluations from your production group, 
e.	feedback from your winter-quarter faculty sponsor/facilitator as to the quality of your contributions to the collaborative process, 
f.	and your portfolio.  Yes, the portfolio is still required.  To the labeled sections of the fall quarter, should be added a section labeled as "Production Log."  In that section, you should make brief entries about the length and focus of each team-meeting, your notes about those meetings, and copies of all the written drafts or idea papers or drawings, most especially yours.)


4. PAPERS: Your book response papers should now be e-mailed to your production group members and to your production group faculty sponsor (remember that Kelly sent out the new-and-improved contact list to the e-mail list last week -- GRMA, Kelly!).

5. GROUPS: Here are the current production groups for winter quarter. Your three faculty looked them over carefully, and took responsibility for helping to facilitate your work in such a way that the plays are evenly distributed, and no one faculty is taking on a disproportionately large number of students. 

PATRICK
Perception book: Alisha, Arnica, Becca, Chris, Katherine, Kyra, Eva, Cassie
"Monster Party" play: Zach, Gabe, Tom, Ryan, Fajr, Theresa

DORANNE
Children's primer: Zane, Heather, Aaron G., Derek, Erin
Improv play: Daniel, Valerie, Crystal, Candy, James, Lauren, Sarah F., Karen

SEAN
United Irish children's book: Kelly, Garn, Sarah A., Jerry, Emily, Casey, Aaron C.
Play: Eamon, Cody, Kegan, Brian, Mary
"Vices" book: Matt/Tommy/Dan

Still uncommitted: Stephanie

6. PROCESSES: We urge you to work now on building your group process, eating together, watching films together, and generally getting to know one another well BEFORE setting pen to paper. At least one or two from each group should be reading ahead (especially the Hayden book, "Irish on the Inside") to get some of the crucial information from those sources. One week on Irish America isn't quite enough information to start building a plot for a play or the actual shape of your book.



